
 

Many people have heard the phrase "one man's trash is another man's treasure." While this is usually true in most cases, there
are certain areas where it has no bearing. One such area is television. What one person may view as a piece of garbage, others
will love and want to re-watch over and over again. So if you're looking for some advice on how to spend your time when you're
feeling bored and maybe procrastinating about something important, we've got a list of some great shows and movies that will
help lift your spirits (and inspire you). The cartoon cartoon fantasy genre has always been one of the most popular genres on
television. There are some great series on television but for this list I have chosen to focus on animated movies. 1. The Secret of
NIMH This is one of the top classic children's stories ever created. This animated feature film is based on the book Mrs. Frisby
and the Rats of NIHM by Robert C O'Brien, which is a story that explores how animals are treated in scientific experiments. It
follows Mrs. Frisby in her journey to find her missing children in this dark tale of horror, suspense and adventure. Tim Rose
was the voice of Mrs. Frisby, Robert C O'Brien wrote the screenplay for the movie. 2. The Rescuers This is another classic
animated movie that is both fun to watch and inspiring for young children to see how they can save their friends from danger.
This romantic adventure film follows a mouse named Bernard who has come down with a disease called Nervous Disorder that
causes him to shake uncontrollably when he is scared or stressed out. Art Evans was the voice actor for Bernard during this film.
3. The Iron Giant This is another important story for children to learn about. The film follows the true story of the "Iron Giant",
which is a robot that has landed in Maine to find his purpose in life after he was accidentally dropped into outer space by an
American Pilot named Hogarth who was testing out a new weapon system. This movie revolves around the relationship between
the boy who discovers the giant, and his friend Hogarth's daughter Bethany during their adventures trying to discover what it is
they are supposed to do with the giant. 4. Toy Story This is another popular animated movie that kids and adults alike can enjoy.
This one follows the story of a group of toy characters that band together in order to escape their owner and join up with Bonnie
and her toys to be part of Bonnie's new pre-teen play room. Tim Allen voiced Buzz Lightyear, And the rest of the classic toys
such as Woody, Jessie, Mr. Potato Head and many others were voiced by John Ratzenberger who has also done voice work for
other films such as Toy Story 2 and Toy Story 3. 5. The Ten Commandments This is an important epic Biblical drama featuring
Moses in this particular version which places a twist into that particular story line.
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